SOCIAL INNOVATION
LEARNING RELAY #2:
EXPERIMENTATION
Do you want to connect with other motivated social
change agents experimenting with innovative solutions,
share experiences and support each other with
practical recommendations?
Join us this March in Zagreb for our second Social
Learning Relay, designed to boost the collaborative efforts
of your team and strengthen your social impact initiatives!

www.siceurope.eu

What?
siasm along the way? And how
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Being able to deal with the challenges that arise during experimentation processes, turns out
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What’s new?
Our Social Learning Relay’s
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combine a full day thematic work-
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this area and learn from and with

a learning question that has to

the other participants.

Learning and network outcomes
Establish new connections at a
personal level & with other social
innovation networks and initiatives;
Gain practical solutions and
recommendations on challenges
associated with experimentation;
Apply newly acquired knowledge & tools in a peer-to-peer
learning environment;
Improve your ability to adapt to
existing and future challenges;
Empower and support each other.

Format and programme
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For who?

The workshop and relay are

others having experience in par-

aimed at social innovation practi-

ticipating or facilitating experimen-

tioners; members of initiatives and

tal processes (e.g. co-creation,

networks for social change; those
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“agents of social change”, working
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in multidisciplinary teams on de-
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What do you bring in?
Motivation & curiosity to be part

activity during the two month peri-

of an experimental learning format

od of the relay

Communication: share experi-

Time investment: 2 hours a week

ence, knowledge and network

during 4-5 relay rounds.

Participation: in workshop, the
relay & final skype session
Action: organise a ripple effect

Apply

If you would like to take part in

If you have any questions please

the relay, we kindly request you

dont’t hesitate to get in touch with

to apply via the online application

Stella Kalac via stella.kalac@

form. The deadline for application

socinnovationlab.eu or via +385

is March 1st 2018.

91 751 4908.
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